You are never too old

DESIGNED BY J.L. AIKMAN-SMITH
OF DRAGON DREAMS

FIBER COLOURS

- 1 strand of Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 002HL Gold Hi Lustre
- 1 strand of Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 005 Black
- 1 strand of Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 015 Chartreuse
- 1 strand of Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 850 Mallard
- 1 strand of Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 9294 Periwinkle
- 2 strands of 826 DMC Floss
- 2 strands of 776 DMC Floss
- 2 strands of 839 DMC Floss
- 2 strands of 840 DMC Floss
- 2 strands of 310 DMC Floss
- Backstitch in 1 strand of 310 DMC around the OUTER part of the design and 2 strands on the INSIDE of the design for greater contrast.

ALL LETTERING IS BACKSTITCHED WITH Kreinik Very Fine (#4) Braid in 002HL
- French or Colonial Knot in 310 DMC Floss

Stitching Dimensions

91 st. wide x 77 st. high

The model shown in the photograph was stitched over 2 on 28 count Blue Spruce ZWEIGART® Cashel Linen®.

Materials for this project were provided by Kreinik®, DMC® & Zweigart/Joan Toogill Ltd. Their support is greatly appreciated. Special thanks to Kreinik® for creating this wonderful product and new braid colours to help me bring this dragon to life!

http://DragonDreams.accra.ca